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2019-2020 Impact Report

On behalf of the students, staff, and board members of
SouthernTech, I wish to extend our ‘thank you’ for your continued
support of our quality training services.
In the past several years, we have been uploading our curriculum
to a cloud-based learning management system. We did this, as
most of our offerings need to be available at various levels at
any one given time. This huge undertaking also prepared us for
lengthy interruptions, such as pandemics. We were very prepared
to teach much of our curriculum via remote learning. A huge
THANK YOU goes out to our absolutely fantastic instructors. They
quickly put their creative efforts to work by adding even more
lessons with new videos demonstrating the missing physical
training aspects.
Our mission is simply to provide quality education and training
services to secure the future of southern Oklahoma. We do
this by offering a wide variety of training programs to all walks
of life. We can quickly pivot to directly target training needs of
the area. No red tape, no bureaucracy, just what you need, as
quickly as possible. From individuals seeking that first job, to
large companies retraining their entire staff, we love to empower
people with relevant, marketable knowledge.
Choose a path and enroll today!

SouthernTech is an equal opportunity institution in accordance with civil
rights legislation and does not discriminate based on race, color, religion,
national origin, sex/gender, age, marital or veteran status, or disability
in the operation of its educational programs, activities, recruitment, and
admission practices. Concerns regarding this policy should be addressed
to the Human Resource Director at:
580-223-2070
2610 Sam Noble Parkway, Ardmore, OK 73401.

Provides quality education and
training services to secure the
future of Southern Oklahoma
www.sotech.edu
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Instruction

$6,630,352

Capital Outlay

$1,790,704

Operations

$1,308,643

Support Services

$719,927

Guidance & Counseling

$491,851

Miscellaneous

$490,588

Administration

$381,520

Student Transportation

$314,075

BACK INTO
THE ECONOMY*

Placement*

15%

Expenditures

411 JOBS

14,000+

Annual Enrollments
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Companies
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Short Term
Enrollments

MISSION
SouthernTech provides quality education
and training services to secure the future of
southern Oklahoma.

VISION
SouthernTech will be recognized as a model of
excellence in career and technology education.
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$5.7 MILLION $12.1 MILLION
257 JOBS
154 JOBS
Thank you for your part in making your community
technology center a success!
SouthernTech currently offers 20+ career training programs at its
40-acre facility. SouthernTech recognizes that the success of local
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economic development efforts is directly connected with the area’s
ability to supply a technically trained workforce. Therefore, the
employment needs of the region continue to be the driving force
of SouthernTech’s growth. We could not meet this need without
the generous time and support of our community and Board of
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Education. We thank our board for their tireless efforts to represent their district zone and to help make decisions that best impact
southern Oklahoma. Thank you, to our dedicated board members in

LISTENING and COLLABORATION

2019-2020:
Bob Thomason, President; Dana Gossvener, Vice President; Bill Coleman, Clerk; Richard Chadwick; Georganne Westfall; and Brian McDonald who was appointed in May 2020.

*FY-19 Follow-up results

